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ABOUT WENDY HAYNES

Wendy Haynes is registered as a Civil Celebrant. Having conducted over 
a thousand ceremonies, including weddings and commitments, funerals, 
name givings and birthday celebrations since 1995, Wendy is one of 
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2004 Coffs Coast Small Business Awards, Family Business 
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Wendy is also available as a public speaker on a range of topics including: 
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING ABOUT 
‘CREATE YOUR OWN INSPIRING WEDDING CEREMONY’

      by Wendy Haynes

“Perfection all round. This book was a gift to us both. Exploring what we 
wanted was made so easy and our ceremony was perfect.”

Annabelle and Peter – NSW, Australia

“Wendy is a wonderful celebrant and her passion and joy is evident on 
every page. I was deeply touched and cried when I read some of the 
stories. We both felt excited about each and every chapter she covered. 
Our own wedding ceremony became so much more t han we had ever 
imagined. Thank you for all of your ideas and inspiration.” 

Gareth and Trish – NSW, Australia

“Congratulations on a wonderful book – as a celebrant of many years it 
has given me inspiration and ideas to pass onto my couples. I read the 
book the day it arrived! Thanks again.”

Jenny (celebrant) – Queensland

“My wedding celebrant loaned me a copy of your book. It is has been 
fantastic. You made it so easy to understand and we loved the ideas 
and first-hand stories. It inspired us to create a ceremony that was so 
meaningful and special – we loved it!”

Carol and Steve – Sydney, Australia
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“We wouldn’t have known where to start without your book. We were 
able to create a relaxed and intimate ceremony that everybody loved and 
talked about for a long time afterwards.”

Vanessa and Rodney – Coffs Harbour, Australia

“Your book walked us through writing our ceremony step by step. It had 
plenty of examples and we were able to include our own ideas. It is a 
great book for both couples who don’t know where to start and also those 
(like us) who have both had traditional weddings before and wanted 
something different.”

Trinity and Paul – Coffs Harbour, Australia

 “We loved everything about your book! It not only assisted us in creating 
our ceremony, it also taught us some new and exciting things about each 
other. We wrote the ceremony of our dreams!”

Katherine and Jason – Sydney, Australia

“It made putting feelings into words so much easier. It became an 
essential tool for writing our vows and choosing a format for our wedding. 
Our ceremony was suited to our individual needs and described our 
relationship perfectly.”

Brett and Melissa – Guyra, Australia

 “I purchased your book ‘Create Your Own Inspiring Wedding Ceremony’ 
at the Celebrant Conference this year. I congratulate you on a good 
publication. It’s the best one I have read yet.” 

Sarah (celebrant) – Sydney, Australia

“Thank you for your inspirational book. I lent it to one of my couples 
who vowed and declared (sorry about the pun) they could not write their 
own vows. Four days after lending them your book they arrived back with 

their own vows written and commented on how rewarding the exercise 
was. You have given me lots of ideas and inspiration. Congratulations 
and thank you.”

Diane (celebrant) – NSW, Australia
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“I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you for your 
excellent book. Congratulations!”

Steve (celebrant) – South Australia

“Thank you, Wendy, for making our wedding day so special. Your book 
took both of us on a journey that saw our wedding and indeed our 
relationship grow to a new level. A keepsake that we will treasure.”

Chris and Linda – Queensland, Australia

“I really enjoyed your book and I know I will use it a lot with ceremonies. 
I found it to be creative and vibrant.”

Christine (celebrant) – Victoria, Australia
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1 C e r e m o n i e s f o r t h e r e n e Wa l o f v o W s

 CEREMONIES fOR THE RENEWAl Of VOWS

Celebrating a renewal of vows is a very special moment. It is a wonderful 
opportunity to give thanks for all that you have shared as a couple and to 
affirm what you are looking forward to.

Whether it has been six months since you were married, 20 years since 
you declared your commitment, or you are celebrating your golden 
wedding anniversary, it is a sacred moment when you speak your heart 
and declare your love and gratitude to your partner.

Some couples will choose to hold a renewal of vows ceremony because 
they have been married elsewhere, usually overseas, and now wish to 
share a ceremony with their family and friends at home. For others it will 
be to honour an anniversary of their wedding day. There will be others 
who may not have been married yet still wish to celebrate a significant 
anniversary of meeting or of an earlier commitment ceremony. 

This book serves as a supplementary text to the book, How To Create An 
Inspiring Wedding Ceremony, and is therefore not as detailed about the 
stages or possibilities. The renewal of vows ceremony follows many of 
the same principles that you can read about in the wedding book.

I have been privileged to witness couples share their heartfelt expression 
of love on many occasions. Tony and Robin had been married 10 years 
and had the weekend on their own while grandma looked after the 
children. We met down on the beach just before the sunset and they 
exchanged their vows in a very intimate ceremony. 
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Raymond surprised his wife, Laura, of 50 years at their wedding 
anniversary party by declaring his love to her publicly – a short and 
simple vow that was from his heart. He acknowledged her love and care 
that she had given the family so freely over the last 50 years. Laura was 
deeply moved. It was something she had always wanted but knew it 
wasn’t Ray’s ‘cup of tea’. The fact that he had organised it himself really 
impressed Laura!

Whatever the reason for renewing your vows you will find inspiring ideas 
within the following ceremonies.

I am sure you will enjoy them!
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JANE AND CHRIS
Married six months

Jane and Chris were married at a beautiful church in England. They had 
decided to hold a second ceremony here in Australia and guests were invited 
to both. The renewal of vows ceremony was held in a small chapel by the 
beach and had been planned like a traditional wedding ceremony (without 
the legal components). Jane’s mum and dad had travelled to England for 
their legal wedding ceremony and Jane’s father, Tim, had walked her down 
the aisle. At the renewal of vows ceremony she chose her grandfather, 
who she was very close to, to walk her down the aisle. Jane wore the same 
wedding dress as she had six months earlier and many of the same touches 
were included at the celebration.

Celebrant: Relatives and friends. My name is Wendy Haynes. On 
behalf of Jane and Chris and their families I welcome you to witness the 
celebration of their marriage. Jane and Chris were married in England 
on the 18th August of last year. They were blessed with a beautiful 
sunny afternoon in the small village where Chris comes from. They are 
delighted that they get to have two celebrations and very happy that 
Chris’s mum and dad, Brian and Judy, have made the journey to be here 
with them, along with a few other friends from England. They thank you 
for making the big trip and appreciate your dedication to the cause!

For Jane and Chris, today’s celebration is declaring in front of you, their 
closest family and friends, their commitment to each other and to their 
marriage. It is affirming what they have achieved together and also 
acknowledging what they look forward to.
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On behalf of Jane and Chris I would like to welcome you here as we 
gather to wish them every joy and happiness for their future together. 
You all mean so much to them both and they extend their gratitude and 
thanks to you for coming here on this special day.

Jane and Chris would like to invite James, a close friend, to come forward 
and read the Wedding Prayer by Robert Louis Stevenson that was read at 
their wedding ceremony.

Lord, behold our family here assembled.
We thank you for this place in which we dwell,
for the love that unites us,
for the peace accorded us this day,
for the hope with which we expect the morrow,
for the health, the work, the food,
and the bright skies that make our lives delightful;
for our friends in all parts of the earth.

Amen

Jane and Chris, your marriage is a lifelong commitment to continue to 
build a loving partnership, to keep the freshness, the fun and excitement 
alive alongside the everyday simplicities and chores that living together 
and family life can bring. It is expressing your feelings openly and 
honestly and holding an acceptance and respect of each other through 
whatever may come.

Your strengths are many – your similar values and interests, your openness 
and understanding of each other, your willingness to forgive each other 
and your commitment to work together.

Your marriage will be enhanced by sharing your goals and loving each 
other fully, even when it may be hard.
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It is important to nurture each other’s individuality while sustaining a 
rich family life and ensuring each partner can rely on the other in times 
of need. May you uphold your shared dreams for the future and your 
enthusiasm for raising a beautiful family.

Your marriage is blessed with a deep friendship that will sustain you til 
you are both old and wrinkly!

It takes a community to be a couple and they are surrounded by a very 
special community of friends and family. To have you all here means 
so much to them both. You hold a very special place in their hearts and 
you have shared many diverse moments that have been very beautiful 
and joyful, fun and challenging, powerful and amazing… and it is your 
connection to Jane and Chris that is reflected by your presence here to 
share this wonderful occasion. They love that even though you all lead 
fairly different and busy lives these days, and some of you live on the 
other side of the planet, you still keep in touch and can have a great time 
when everyone gets together. And today is one of those amazing times.

Chris and Jane stand now before us to reaffirm their vows of love and 
declarations of trust.

Chris: Jane, I have chosen you above all others to share my life as my 
best friend, my lover and my wife. It is an honour to share this journey 
with you. I will continue to love, cherish and care for you always. I will 
embrace the laughter and the tears, the joy and the sorrow and accept 
all that life brings us.

Jane: Chris, I have chosen you above all others to share my life as 
my best friend, my lover and my husband. It is an honour to share this 
journey with you. I will continue to love, cherish and care for you always. 
I will embrace the laughter and the tears, the joy and the sorrow and 
accept all that life brings us.
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Learn How to Love

Everyday you both live, learn how to love,
Take time with each other,
Restore each other’s soul with loving words,
Receive love with as much understanding as you 
 give it,
Find that which is within yourselves,
Then you can share it with each other.
Do not fear this love and do not fear this marriage,
But keep open hearts and sincere minds,
Be sincerely interested in each other’s happiness,
Be constant and consistent in your love,
From this as you know comes security and strength.

by Wendy Haynes

Jane and Chris would like to bless their wedding rings, that they originally 
exchanged at their wedding ceremony in England, with the love of today’s 
celebration. They would like to ask their mothers, Judy and Beth to come 
forward who have been holding the rings this afternoon.

Judy: (holding her son’s wedding ring). Chris, you are a talented young 
man. Brian and I both rejoice in your choice of partner. The way you 
have both supported and cared for one another is beautiful. We love you 
both very much and wish for you a long and happy life together.

beth: (holding her daughter’s wedding ring). Jane, you and your sisters 
have given us so much joy as a family. We could not have asked for more. 
When you first brought Chris home we were delighted at how he just 
fitted into our home.
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We hope that you are both as happy as your dad and I have been, and 
know that your love and respect for each other will hold you in the 
difficult times. Know that we are always there to uphold you both. Our 
love and blessings are with you.

Celebrant: Chris would you place the ring on Jane’s finger and repeat 
after me: Jane, this ring is a symbol of the vows we have made. I am 
honoured to be your husband.

Jane would you place the ring on Chris’s finger and repeat after me: 
Chris, this ring is a symbol of the vows we have made. I am honoured to 
be your wife.

You are surrounded by your friends who share in the joy of your 
marriage. A sharing that you have made knowing that you are creating 
a life together as two unique individuals. You have come to care for and 
support each other while still maintaining a sense of self, a sense of 
your own wellbeing. With that richness you will nourish your marriage 
beyond what you can imagine.

Joanne, Jane’s cousin, will now share the Irish Wedding Blessing with us.

May the road rise to meet you,
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
The rain fall soft upon the fields.
May the light of friendship guide your paths 
 together,
May the laughter of your children grace the halls of 
 your home,
May the joy of living for one another trip a smile 
 from your lips,
A twinkle from your eyes.
And when eternity beckons,
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At the end of a life heaped high with love,
May you feel the warmth and gift of the embrace 
 you have shared,
In the arms that have nurtured you the whole length 
 of your joy filled days.
For this is the blessing of what it is to be truly 
 married.

Celebrant: May your marriage be blessed with good health and 
prosperity, love and peace, patience and understanding. Every day, 
keep sight of the pleasure and friendship that you share. May you be 
blessed with a home filled with lots of love, laughter and lots of fun 
times. May you share your love of life, family and friends for years and 
years to come.

On behalf of your family and friends I would like to congratulate you 
both. Let us honour them as husband and wife with a hearty round 
of applause.

You may now share your love with a kiss!

We will now proceed to sign their renewal of vows certificate.
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TONY AND ROBIN
Married ten years

Tony and Robin asked me to join with just the two of them for a private 
ceremony. It was a little awkward for Tony at first but we chatted before we 
started the ceremony and then walked towards the place they had chosen on 
the beach. It was just after sunrise and the light was magical. I asked them 
if they were ready and they laughed. Robin took off her shoes to feel the sand 
between her toes. She took a sip of water and we began. It was like the world 
had stopped for a moment. I was a privileged witness.

Celebrant: We are here to celebrate the love that you have for each 
other. Today, as you renew your marriage vows, just take a moment to be 
fully present with the beauty around you.

Now become aware of each other. Look deeply into each other’s eyes like 
you have done so many times before.

Tony and Robin, you know each other well and you truly enjoy each 
other’s company. Together you have always been there for each other, no 
matter what has come your way, you have faced it holding each other’s 
hand. There have only been a few times over the last ten years where you 
felt like you had been at breaking point. You know the vulnerabilities that 
can take you by surprise, and the tiredness that can bring out the worst. 
You have shown each other understanding, forgiveness and acceptance. 
It is a relationship that is strong, fulfilled and balanced. It is in this spirit 
of love and friendship that I ask you to exchange your vows and rings.
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Tony read a beautiful poem before he said his vows to Robin. It was from 
a Valentine’s Day card that he had given Robin years earlier.

tony: Robin, it is so very hard to express the love and feelings that I 
deeply feel for you. You are an inspiration and I am so very proud of you. 
Every year that we get to share seems to get so very much better. Our 
love is beautiful and I am deeply grateful. So please accept this ring as a 
small token of my love. I love you now and will for evermore.

robin: Tony, you share my life as my best friend, my lover and my 
husband. I love you more with each moment I know you. In you I have 
found happiness, love, patience and understanding that I never thought 
I would find. I thank you for all that you have given me. You are my 
best friend. This ring is a symbol of my love and respect for you and the 
continuation of our shared journey through life together. I love you now 
and will forever more.

Celebrant: Ten years have passed since you were married in 
Brisbane. What a special moment to honour and celebrate your love 
for each other and the many qualities that it takes to be with someone 
through the good and challenging times that are part of all our intimate 
human relationships. There are many qualities that have sustained you 
both in your marriage. Your sense of self, your generosity and gratitude 
towards each other; your trust and honesty, your vulnerability, courage 
and forgiveness, your tolerance and tenacity. But most importantly, it 
is your love and faith in each other that has upheld you over the last 
ten years. 

Today we honour these qualities and your ten years of marriage and it 
is now my pleasure to affirm and honour you both as husband and wife. 
May you retain the strength you need to keep the promises you have 
made. May your home continue to bring joy to your family and friends 
and may your life be full of joy as you stay young together.
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WENDY AND ROGER
Union of 11 years

Roger and Wendy have had an amazing eleven and a half years together and 
they felt it was time to hold a celebration of Life, Love and Relationship. 
Wendy and Roger take time every week to sit with each other quietly and 
express their gratitude and appreciation of each other. It is a simple yet 
powerful ritual that has seen their relationship deepen at many levels. 
This public expression of their ‘renewal’ seemed an  important ceremony to 
include in this collection. So many things are possible and this highlights 
yet another creative and heartfelt way – a three day celebration.

Wendy and Roger had a small gathering of close friends – thirteen in all. 
They hired two beachside cottages for the weekend in a small community 
with dirt roads, no mains electricity, no phone or TV reception.

Roger and his best friend, Dave, arrived Friday morning and created 
a beautiful space for the ceremony to be held in one home while the 
other home was set up as the food and resting place. Wendy and Roger 
had structured the weekend and sent a letter to everyone so they knew 
what to expect. There was also an openness for spontaneous activities to 
occur. They had asked John to take the role of MC.

On Friday night everyone arrived bringing a plate of food to share for a 
sumptuous feast. After dinner they moved over to the ceremonial area and 
formed a circle to discuss the topic of ‘what is marriage/union?’ Everyone 
had had time to think about the question and, using a talking stick, so only 
one person at a time spoke, the discussion was rich, honest and funny.
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Gayle McCosker, a dear friend and celebrant, wrote an acronym that 
captured the essence of the discussions that night.

‘MARRIAGE: Magical Adventure Requiring Ritual Intimacy and 
Grace Everyday!’

On Saturday everyone joined in doing some yoga in the beautiful garden 
and then had a relaxed morning down at the beach. After lunch the men 
met in one house and the ladies in the other with the aim of discussing 
and honouring what it is as men and women we bring into an intimate 
relationship and what we appreciate about our partners. Both the men 
and women had their own ideas in mind though and ended up nurturing 
both Wendy and Roger massaging their hands and feet – and honouring 
them as dear friends.

It had been agreed that at 2 pm the men would come over to the 
ceremonial house where the women would be waiting in a circle. The 
men entered in silence and each one stood facing one of the women. 
The men gave each woman a beautiful flower and then everyone moved 
slowly around the circle, pausing to greet and honour  each person.

The men then sat facing the women and everyone took turns to share 
their appreciation and gratitude for the other gender. It was very moving 
and heartfelt. John then invited everyone to sit in silence for a while in 
meditation.

Wendy and Roger, who both do yoga everyday, stood slowly and greeted 
each other, hands in prayer position, honouring the beauty in each other. 
They sat down in silence and Roger bowed deeply down to the floor in 
front of Wendy and then upon arising caressed her face. He spoke words 
spontaneously of deep gratitude and appreciation while she listened 
receptively. There was a softness in the room and a few tears.
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There was a sense of deep stillness in the room and then when Roger 
was finished Wendy reciprocated and declared her appreciation and 
gratitude to Roger. This declaration or renewal of vows is something they 
do regularly in private and to share it with their family and friends as 
witnesses felt even more meaningful.

When they had finished sharing they turned and thanked their friends 
for the love and support which was such an important part of their 
journey together.

We clearly realised that Sacred Union is a 
community affair – always changing and moving 
in and out of rhythm and form. We wanted 
to celebrate our difficult and easy times, and 
appreciate the enormous Grace we have both felt 
holds us in its arms. We have probably spent as 
much time ‘sitting in the fire’ that relationship, 
expectation and hidden dreams fuels, as basking in 
the sheer joy of sharing a life together. Thank you 
for being part of our family and supporting us on 
our journey.

John then invited everyone to speak of how Wendy and Roger’s love had 
touched their lives. It was beautiful.

Wendy and Roger stood side by side and exchanged rings, but not in the 
traditional sense. Neither of them wears jewellery so they had created 
this light-hearted reading to close the afternoon.

Roger If you are wondering about a wedding ring

Wendy Allow us to offer this sharing

Roger We have been blessed with many rings

Wendy  We started with lots of ooing and ahhring
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Roger And have done lots of wandering in the 
 labyrinth of relationship

Wendy Done our share of warring and sparring, 
 some global touring

Roger Actually, we are both English hobbits 
 born in the shires so we know a bit about 
 rings

Wendy Yet our journey is ever enduring 
 Roger is learning heaps about caring 
 and endearing

Roger Wendy about admiring and bearing

Wendy This gathering is to celebrate that we are

W & R faring very well

Wendy and Roger and the guests dined on a beautiful feast at the main 
house that had been prepared beforehand.

Everyone had been invited to bring a poem, a reading or a skit to share 
in the evening. Roger started the mini ‘cabaret’ with a poem that he had 
written about their meeting and then they both did a hilarious piece of 
theatre on their relationship. Poems by Rumi were shared as were songs 
that had been especially written for the occasion. Sunday was a shared 
breakfast and telling of stories. It was a fabulous weekend. Wendy and 
Roger did a similar celebration two months later with their parents, 
siblings and children present at another beautiful retreat centre

Wendy and Roger couldn’t invite all of their dearest family and friends 
so they followed the celebrations with letters to all of their friends with 
photographs to share their joy and gratitude around.
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SARAH AND JONATHON
Married 13 years

This ceremony was compiled as a surprise for Sarah. After Jonathon told 
Sarah what was about to unfold, she burst into tears … with joy. I took 
Sarah to one side for a short while to ask her what she loved about Jonathon 
so we could create a vow she was happy to affirm. It took Sarah a short while 
to compose herself but it was worth the extra wait before we started. Using 
Sarah’s ideas I wrote the vows for her and then placed them in the ceremony. 
We had factored this interlude into the ceremony starting time. Sarah and 
Jonathon were accompanied by their four children.

Celebrant: Sarah and Jonathon, Sam and Luke, Louise and Isabella, 
I would like to welcome you all to this celebration of love, friendship, 
and the commitment that you share as a couple and as a family.

Thirteen years ago in 1989, you celebrated your marriage in Forster and now 
Jonathon has initiated this gift to you Sarah, where we take the opportunity 
to honour and acknowledge the love and respect that you both share.

You met many years ago whilst working together and developed a 
friendship that saw you have many wonderful times together, like the 
tour to New Zealand. Jonathon was over the moon, Sarah, when he 
realised that you would be on the same tour for 14 days with him. He 
said it was the best holiday he’d ever had. There were many occasions 
he remembers from your early days together, riding bikes around Lord 
Howe, snorkelling in Butterfly Bay, sharing prawns and champagne on 
the beach in Tasmania with friends.
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However some of the best times have just been at home doing the simple 
and more ordinary things together.

Sarah and Jonathon, you know each other well and enjoy each 
other’s company.

You have taken on a huge commitment and responsibility in raising four 
children together, that you both love dearly and spend a lot of time and 
dedication in meeting their needs and nurturing this family unit.

Jonathon shared with me the joy and pride of sharing with you the 
birth of your first child, Sam, and then Luke, Louise and Isabella. This 
celebration today is also an opportunity to celebrate and honour your 
family union, and the responsibilities, joys sharing, love and strength 
that this family union has and always will have for you. When I asked 
Jonathon to share highlights from your time together, the family was high 
on the list. Holidays to Coffs Harbour, Brisbane, and Perth – staying at 
places near the beach or in the bush and having a relaxing time together 
and sharing it with friends.

You have had many joys as a family and as with all families, there have 
been many tensions and hassles that are a part of this dance together. 
You have shown courage and patience and a strengthening of your love 
and affection for each other in coming through them. Together you have 
always been there for each other. The loyalty and trust you have nurtured, 
simply and freely in your marriage has meant that you have truly been 
each other’s best friend. You have shown each other understanding, 
forgiveness and acceptance. In your own words, it is a relationship that 
is strong, fulfilled and balanced.

Jonathon and Sarah, would you turn and face one another and 
hold hands. 
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Sarah, when I asked Jonathon what he loved about you he said he loved 
your honesty, your kindness and generosity and your motivation. One 
quality of yours that he shared with me, that deeply touched me, was 
the fact that you never leave Jonathon in any doubt that you love him, 
no matter what the circumstance. Jonathon shared with me that you 
are truly dedicated to the relationship and to the family for which he is 
eternally grateful.

Jonathon, when I asked Sarah the same question, she said she loved 
your generosity, your love and devotion to Sarah and to the family, the 
many games of cricket and soccer, and the many times you have blessed 
her with little surprises. She appreciates your dedication to support the 
family and she’s really happy that you do the soccer Saturdays! Your love 
for your children lights up her heart and she knows that you truly love 
her which has always given her a great sense of security.

Jonathon: (as he holds Sarah’s hand and touches her wedding ring). 
Sarah, I love your beautiful smile, your warm hugs, your care and 
concern. I love how down to earth you are; your sense of what is right. I 
love the way you accept me for who I am. You are my true love, and I will 
be yours for as long as we both shall live. Sarah, I want to continue to 
live with you just as you are and to love you always. I touch this ring, as 
I have done many times, which is a symbol of our marriage and a symbol 
of my commitment to you. With this ring know that wherever you are my 
love is with you.

sarah: Jonathon, I love you. I love your laughter and your compassion, 
your strength and integrity. Jon, you bring joy and light into my life. It 
gives me immense pleasure to know you and to call you my husband. 
Jonathon, I want to continue to live with you just as you are and to love 
you always. I touch this ring, as I have done many times, which is a 
symbol of our marriage and a symbol of my commitment to you. With 
this ring know that wherever you are my love is with you.
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You have made your vows, surrounded by your family who share in the joy 
of your marriage. Jonathon and Sarah have declared before us that they 
will continue to live together in the union of marriage. They have made 
their declarations of love and again exchanged their vows to honour their 
everlasting love and friendship.

I am happy to rejoice with you as husband and wife. May you retain the 
strength you need to keep the promises you have made. May your home 
continue to bring joy to your family!

You may now share your love with a kiss!

We will now proceed to sign their renewal of vows certificate.
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CRISTINA AND SUSAN
Union of 15 years

Cristina and Susan had celebrated their union with a small group of friends 
15 years earlier in a park near the beach – it was a simple ceremony with a 
celebrant officiating. Their renewal of vows ceremony was held in the same 
park and they had a reception lunch at the nearby resort. In the afternoon 
they flew to Cairns for a week’s holiday.

Celebrant: We are gathered here to celebrate Cristina and Susan’s 
union of fifteen years and to honour the love they share and to proudly 
bear witness to their commitment to one another. My name is Wendy 
Haynes, a civil celebrant, and it is my delight to join in this celebration 
with you, their dearest family and friends.

They are both deeply grateful for your love and support that you have so 
generously given in so many ways. Your support of their gay partnership 
has upheld and nourished them. Their life together has grown from 
strength to strength and today’s ceremony acknowledges the joys, the 
challenges and the responsibilities that come from living and loving 
together as a gay couple and also as a family. 

It is a pleasure to be here today to witness the love that Cristina and 
Susan share. This sacred meeting of two hearts gives us great reason 
to rejoice.
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Cristina and Susan, you entered into this union fifteen years ago with 
great joy and hope; joy because you had so much fun together and loved 
each other’s company – your friendship was rich and rewarding; and 
hope, because against all odds you wanted to be treated with the respect 
which you deserve. There have been many hurdles that you have come 
through both individually and as a couple. You have faced social and 
family pressures with regard to your choice of partner, and you have 
faced these together.

You knew then that the health and vitality of this union doesn’t just 
happen. You acknowledged that it takes a willingness to be honest and 
true to one’s self and the other; and it takes an openness to be present in 
each moment with the challenges and the joys. 

This still rings true with you both. Each day offers the opportunity to 
embrace this commitment you made – to truly be with one another in 
a meaningful way – holding one another and caring for one another; 
nurturing and strengthening your connection. And fortunately you are 
both blessed with a great sense of humour and a love of dancing to 
lighten the spirit of you both.

You will always be individuals with separate feelings and separate 
personalities. However it is your love and respect that joins you as one. 
As you have encouraged and supported each other’s endeavours you 
have become stronger as a couple. Your lives have become enriched as 
you have watched each other grow.

You have had the incredible joy of having Toby in your lives and I know 
how much joy he has brought you, and how he has strengthened your 
resolve to be as one. What a joy and a miracle, when Toby came into 
your lives, turning your lives upside down and opening your hearts with 
wonder and gratitude. Toby is very blessed to have two very beautiful and 
caring mums. 
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Today we are here to honour your love, your commitment and the family 
life you have built together. We are here as your closest family and friends 
to support you and to cheer you on this journey – to uphold you in times 
of need and to party well with you in times of celebration.

There is a note of sadness today. Cristina’s father, Steven, died twelve 
months ago. Cristina and Susan would like to take this moment to think 
of him on this special occasion. We all know that he was really challenged 
initially with your relationship, and yet over the years his attitude changed 
and he came to accept your love and your lives together. You journeyed 
a tough road with him for a while enduring many difficulties. He did 
however come to see that your love was real and your love for each other 
was true.

Last year when you were all together, he stated his love for his family, 
but in particular for his grandson, Toby, and for you, Susan. His love is 
with us here as we celebrate today. Susan, would like to light a candle in 
remembrance of Steven. (Susan lights the first candle)

Cristina would also like to light a candle in honour of the growing 
acceptance and awareness of gay rights and partnerships. She has also 
asked that I speak a prayer for peace while she lights this candle. 

May acceptance, forgiveness, peace and harmony be present in our lives. 
May we bring awareness to all of our communication lighting the way for 
peace and harmony to be present. (Cristina lights the second candle.)

Susan’s mother, Cheryl, would like to share a few words.

Cheryl: We have raised a beautiful family who are now counted among 
our closest friends, for which we are truly grateful. Susan, we love your 
strength and your passion for all that you do. We have always valued your 
trust in us. Cristina, you too, are a daughter to us. Your heartfelt love and 
affection for each other touches all of us.
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We are truly happy that you have found such happiness with each other, 
and with Toby. Needless to say, Peter and I adore our grandson, Toby, 
who we feel so blessed to spend time with and look forward to many 
more years of the same. Our love is with you both.

With your closest family and friends surrounding you I would like 
to ask you to turn and face one another and hold hands to exchange 
your vows.

Susan and Cristina, you wish to publicly re-affirm your love for each as 
partners in life. It is in the light of your love and friendship that I ask:

Susan, do you wish to uphold the willingness and commitment to 
continue to live together in a state of sacred union?

susan: I do.

Celebrant: Will you continue to love and honour Cristina tenderly 
and affectionately, be a loyal and true companion, and be by her side, 
forsaking all others, all the days of your life together?

susan: I will.

Cristina, do you wish to uphold the willingness and commitment to 
continue to live together in a state of sacred union?

Cristina: I do.

Celebrant: Will you continue to love and honour Susan tenderly 
and affectionately, be a loyal and true companion, and be by her side, 
forsaking all others, all the days of your life together?

Cristina: I will.

susan: Cristina, I love your inner passion for all that you do and your 
infectious enthusiasm. I love that you challenge me with sensitivity and 
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respect for me. I also love that you know how to bring a smile to my lips. 
I love your laughter. I value your patience and dedication to your work, 
to our son and to me. I deeply appreciate your thoughtfulness and your 
caring. You are a wonderful mother and a beautiful person.

Cristina: Susan, I love your gentleness and your generosity, your 
dependability and your relaxed way of being … and that everything is 
doable. I love your sense of humour, your sensuality … and having you 
by my side. Your unshakeable support has allowed me to grow and learn 
about myself. I love that you can reach out and hold my hand when 
things are tough between us. You are a fantastic mother and I respect you 
enormously, and love you dearly.

Cristina and Susan have selected beautiful gifts to give to each other 
honouring their fifteenth anniversary. Traditionally the gift for this 
occasion is one of glass or crystal. They have chosen to give each other 
a beautiful crystal wine glass that we will now use for a wine ceremony. 
Over the years they have shared many glasses of wine and made many 
toasts to each other.

Cristina and Susan, this union is about companionship and a lifelong 
partnership. It’s about sharing and embracing all that life has to offer, the 
ups and the downs, the tears and the laughter, the times when life is an 
effort and when it is a breeze. 

With this in mind, I ask you now to turn and face one another to partake 
in the wine ceremony. Into this chalice you have poured sweet and bitter 
wines, even as life will pour into this union the rich and varied tastes of 
experience. Only in the deepest respect and shared  love will its bitterness 
be so blended with the sweet that your life may be full and rich. 

(From the chalice the two crystal wine glasses are half filled.)
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susan: (takes a glass and has a sip). Cristina, I share in this drink of life 
with you, that we may partake of life together and share in all its sorrows 
and joys and celebrate our many moments, days and years together. 
May you feel deeply loved, for indeed you are. May you always feel your 
beauty that I see so clearly. I am honoured to be your friend, your lover 
and your partner in life. (Susan passes the glass to Cristina and she too 
takes a sip.)

Cristina: (takes the other glass and has a sip.). Susan, I share this 
drink of life with you, that we may partake of life together and share in 
all its sorrows and joys and celebrate our many moments, days and years 
together. May you feel deeply loved, for indeed you are. May you always 
feel your beauty that I see so clearly. I am honoured to be your friend, 
your lover and your partner in life. (Cristina passes the glass to Susan 
and she too takes a sip. The glasses are placed on the table.)

There will be changes as you move through the currents of life and it 
is your willingness and openness to share your dreams and goals and of 
course, your love and laughter, which will encourage the space for you 
both to continue to fall in love with each other over and over.

You have declared to each other, in front of your family and friends as 
witnesses, your deep love and commitment to one another. You have 
your community here offering their support to you. May you always call 
upon us in times of need and in times of celebration.

It is now my great pleasure to affirm that your love is sacred, that 
your union is blessed. May you be a source of strength, comfort and 
compassion for each other, and keep your hearts open to love and honour 
one another throughout your lives.

Cristina and Susan, please celebrate all that we have honoured with a 
kiss! Congratulations!
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DAVE AND IONA
Married 22 years

Dave and Iona were visiting Coffs Harbour with their family to celebrate 
their marriage of 22 years. They had come away for the whole week and on 
the second day of their holiday organised a small celebration at a private 
chapel. Their marriage had seen many trials and tribulations and this 
ceremony, which was very healing for them all, was an important step into 
the next stage of their journey together.

Celebrant: I would like to welcome you here to witness with me this 
very special occasion in Dave and Iona lives. We are here today with 
Dave and Iona to share and celebrate with them the renewal of a union 
that has experienced a lifetime of memories and struggles that they have 
had in the past 22 years. We are here to share the joy and happiness they 
are experiencing in their married life. It’s a public commitment to their 
ongoing relationship and what they mean to each other.

Their love has allowed them the strength to create a world of their 
own. They have learned to accept their differences and enjoy what they 
share, and the knowing that just being there for each other, does makes 
a difference. They have been on a roller coaster ride that most couples 
would never have managed to survive. The fact that they have is a sheer 
testament to their love and devotion to each other.

Dave and Iona have asked you here to witness their vows to continue to be 
true to each other and to love and respect each other for all their days.

Dave and Iona, will you please turn to each other and join hands.
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You have both upheld your marriage over the years. Your relationship is as 
important to you as life itself. Today’s re-commitment is a celebration to 
honour the next phase of your life and your relationship. You have done the 
hard work and you are now reaping the rewards. Today is an opportunity to 
reaffirm to each other the commitment that was made so freely 22 years 
ago, and to honour your loyalty, love and trust for each other.

Iona and Dave would like to thank John and Linda for making this journey 
and witnessing this event. They feel blessed to have you with them. In 
saying that they would now like Linda to share the following reading.

Love Is

Love is watching the sun rise together,
Holding hands in silence,
In deep communion of the heart.
It is sharing laughter and happiness,
Tears and stories.
It is your lives and your love shared.
Love abounds,
And can hold you on all the journeys you share,
Keeping present and keeping the heart open,
In the face of all that life brings,
A smile, a kiss, a hug,
It is so simple,
Hand in hand,
Side by side,
Love is present always.

by Wendy Haynes

Iona: Dave, I stand here with you today and I find it difficult to believe 
22 years have gone by. I feel honoured to be your wife.
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We really have had a life of ups and downs. We have come through 
each challenge stronger and with a lot more understanding of ourselves 
and each other. I have appreciated your support when life has been 
overwhelming. I have not been perfect, and not been easy to live with 
at times. You have seen me at my best and certainly at my worst and I 
admire that you have always loved me through that. I treasure all the 
good times we have had and look forward now to many more. Dave, I 
love you

dave: Iona, I love you with all my heart. We have had many moments 
where we were ready to quit. I am very happy we have come through 
those challenges together. You are my dearest friend and mother to my 
children. Thank you. (Dave then continued to speak spontaneously to 
Iona about his love for her) I love you so very much. Iona, it is an honour 
to be married to you.

Iona to acknowledge Andrew and Peter.

Iona acknowledged the hard times that the children have had and the joy 
that they have received from working through them.

Celebrant: When you first made this commitment 22 years ago, it 
was through youthful eyes. You married not knowing the full extent of 
what you were dealing with and what was going to unfold. This time 
however, you have made the commitment with your eyes wide open. It’s 
a commitment based on reality, a knowledge that can only come from 
years of experience with each other. And again it is a commitment you 
both make freely.
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Dave and Iona you have now declared your love and commitment to 
each other before me, and before your family and friends. You have 
made special promises to each other and have symbolised this by joining 
hands, and taking vows. I therefore call upon all present to be witness 
with me in this re-affirmation.

I declare that they have been and will remain husband and wife.

Dave you may now kiss your wife!

Signing of certificate.
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JOHN AND MARY
Married 25 years

John and Mary were celebrating their 25th Wedding Anniversary with a 
small group of family and friends, including their two adult children, Sam 
and Jane. The ceremony was held in their landscaped garden and then they 
headed into one of the beautiful restaurants overlooking the water for lunch. 
The garden was awash with colourful spring flowers which they had planted 
especially for this occasion. I had spoken with their children, Sam and Jane 
prior to the ceremony and invited them to speak at the ceremony. They were 
a little hesitant at first to speak however it didn’t take much prompting and 
support to guide the way forward. Their expression of love and appreciation 
added a further dimension to the celebration. 

Celebrant: On behalf of John and Mary and their family I would like 
to welcome you to witness the celebration of their renewal of vows. John 
and Mary were married on the 24th February at the Anglican Church in 
Sydney. Today we are here to celebrate their life together and to honour 
the many experiences that have shaped not only who they have become 
as a couple but also shaped their relationship as a family.

John and Mary have known each other for what seems like forever … 
both of their large families growing up next door to one another. However, 
it was New Years Eve that saw a friendship begin that was to see them 
start a lifetime journey as companions, work partners, parents and best 
friends. That was in 1978.
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When we are young, life has a way of just happening around us, and 
that is how it was for John and Mary. They liked each other, they danced 
together, they worked together, parented together, and they grew into the 
family they have become.

All of their parents were very family orientated. John and Mary witnessed 
and appreciated the stability and commitment that was present in their 
parents’ relationships. Mary would also like to acknowledge the special 
bond she shared with her brother Danny, her older brother who was 
always there to lend a hand and who gave so much to all of his nephews 
and nieces.

John and Mary would like to take this moment to acknowledge their 
parents, Jan and Bob, Bette and Steven; and Danny who would be very 
proud to be here with you today as you celebrate your 25 years of marriage. 
Their love is here with you in spirit, always present in your hearts.

They have been shaped by many influences but by far the biggest has 
been the arrival of their children, Sam and Jane. Together as a family 
they have shared many challenges and joys. Sam and Jane, they are so 
very happy that you have been and still are a big part of their lives. They 
are both very proud of you and love you dearly. They want to thank you 
for being you, for loving them, for loving each other and for being such 
good friends with them. Thank you.

John and Mary, Sam and Jane would like to express their gratitude to you 
for all your love and support over the years.

Jane: Mum and Dad, Sam and I thought a lot about the many things 
that you have given to us over the years and once we started to talk there 
was so much! We are both deeply grateful that you have shown us the 
value of loving and being loved. You have given us the confidence to 
dream and to make the dream a reality.
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You have always been there with advice when we have needed it (and 
even when we haven’t!), whether it was a favourite recipe or how to get 
the pink colour out of the white washing!

sam: We love it that you have always made the time for us, creating a 
rich and varied tapestry of memories – of holidays in the snow, in Italy, or 
when we used to pack up and go camping just at the beach up the road. 
Thank you for taking us snorkelling and walking and enjoying the simple 
pleasures of sitting around a campfire.

Jane: We are so happy that you are both so happy. We know you have had 
your moments and that sometimes those moments were because of us. 
Thank you for hanging in there with everything – it means a lot to us.

sam: Thank you for loving each other the way you do and for loving us.

Celebrant: John and Mary, you have a beautiful family and the love 
you share is palpable here in this space. It is a precious legacy you have 
given Sam and Jane and I can see how it has touched them.

There is also someone very special who cannot be here today that needs 
to be mentioned. After Sam and Jane left home, their third ‘child’ came 
into their lives, Champ, who had been Danny’s dog. They love and 
appreciate having Champ in their lives, not only because Danny was 
very special to them, but also because Champ gets them out of their 
work mode and down to the beach for some time out together. I am sure 
he is wondering where you have all gone for the weekend!

John and Mary, you have been married for twenty five years – it is your 
silver celebration. Your main responsibility to bring up your children is 
now over, the home is quieter … and cleaner, and you have reached the 
stage in your relationship where you are rebuilding your life as a couple 
on your own, taking more time for yourselves and for your golf.
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This afternoon as you renew your marriage vows I know you look forward 
with a quiet excitement and enthusiasm.

Your union has been one of encouraging each other’s independence while 
ensuring you are there for each other in times of need. You have grown 
and adapted to meet the many changes you have reflected upon. Any 
close relationship is continually changing and it is the myriad of ways 
in which you have communicated and cared for one another that has 
strengthened your marriage. With this mutual concern and respect it has 
become possible to share the joys and successes, and also the sorrows, 
which have been gratefully few, and the challenges.

We are here today to celebrate the love that John and Mary have for each 
other, and to acknowledge their willingness to continually accept each 
other totally and to share their lives.

Both of you believe in your marriage and in each other. You trust not only 
the bond that unites you but you trust life itself. Your acceptance and 
forgiveness has allowed you to both give deeply into the relationship. 
Your gratitude and generosity are ever present – even in the short time I 
have known you I can tell by the way in which you speak to each other 
and about each other that this is part of your everyday language.

John and Mary, your heartfelt relationship comes from your shared love 
as well as what you have been through together – all the stresses and 
tensions of the past have not weakened your love but have only made you 
more determined to stick by each other.

to the guests: Their love for each other is different to the love they 
shared on their wedding day; however their commitment to each other is 
even stronger than it was because of what they have shared together.
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John and Mary, in the coming decades you will be able to rest more in 
this security and continue to open up to your love for each other. This 
afternoon you are reaffirming the deep loyalty and loving trust that is the 
basis of your relationship.

John and Mary stand now before us to reaffirm their vows of love and 
declaration of trust for each other. I would like to ask them to turn and 
face one another and hold hands.

It is in this spirit of love and friendship that I ask you to exchange your 
vows and rings.

John would you please repeat after me: Mary, I am delighted that I chose 
you, above all others, many years ago to share my life as my best friend, 
my lover and my wife. I will continue to love and cherish you, and care 
for you always. I will embrace the laughter and the tears, the joy and the 
sorrow and accept all that life brings us.

Mary would you please repeat after me: John, I am delighted that I chose 
you, above all others, many years ago to share my life as my best friend, 
my lover and my husband. I will continue to love and cherish you, and 
care for you always. I will embrace the laughter and the tears, the joy and 
the sorrow and accept all that life brings us.

Sam, can we have Mary’s ring please. Thank you.

John: Mary, this ring is a symbol of my love and respect for you. It 
acknowledges the continuation of our shared journey and the beginning 
of our new path together.

Celebrant: Jane, can we have John’s ring please. Thank you.
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mary: John, this ring is a symbol of my love and respect for you. It 
acknowledges the continuation of our shared journey and the beginning 
of our new path together.

Celebrant: This next quote is from H Jackson Brown Jnr. ‘Love has 
many faces. Young love is wild and outrageous, laughing at moderation and 
blinding us to commonsense. Mature love is composed and sustaining; a 
celebration of commitment, compassion and trust. It is a lucky man and 
woman who experience both.’

You have made your vows, surrounded by your family and friends who 
share in the joy of this marriage. May you continue to give one another 
the strength and warmth of your love. Remember always to laugh at 
yourselves and with each other and always be at peace with each other.

It is now my pleasure to honour your commitment as husband and wife. 
Congratulations. John you may now kiss your wife.

We are now going to sign the certificates.

When I asked John and Mary what they look forward to they both said 
‘more of the same’. And so our wish for you today is: May the light and 
love of your friendship guide your paths together. May your home bring 
joy and peace to your family and friends. May the joy of living bring 
laughter, and a smile to your face and a twinkle from your eyes. May your 
lives be blessed with lots of love, laughter, peace and happiness.

Congratulations!
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BARBARA AND DAVID
Married 50 years

Barb and Dave invited their immediate family and 40 guests for a beautiful 
dinner party which was held at a private home overlooking the harbour. 
Their four daughters and grandchildren prepared the food and venue for 
the celebration so it was a hive of activity on the day. When Barb and 
Dave arrived they were seated at the head table as the guests of honour. The 
ceremony was conducted after the main meal was finished and cleared away. 
Family and friends sat back with a glass of wine and were really receptive to 
the stories and richness that this ceremony offered.

This ceremony has been condensed from the original version. If you are 
going to write or conduct a ceremony of this length it is important that the 
reader is a proficient public speaker or a professional celebrant confident in 
delivering it with interest and enthusiasm. Ensure the guests are seated and 
comfortable so they can relax and enjoy the ‘storytelling’. Keep in mind this 
gathering was made up of mostly friends in their late sixties and seventies 
and everyone was very interested and engaged. 

On behalf of Barbara and David, I would like to welcome you all here 
today to this very special celebration of their wedding anniversary. What 
a special moment to honour and celebrate Barb and Dave’s love for each 
other and the many qualities that it takes to be with someone through 
the good and challenging times that are part of all our intimate human 
relationships. Trust, vulnerability, courage, tolerance and tenacity … and 
at times a very good sense of humour; these are the qualities that sustain 
a marriage. On different days, different qualities stand out. This journey 
is worth celebrating!
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Over this period of time Barb and Dave have built a legacy that can’t 
be measured in material possessions, but rather the lives they have 
touched through their being together. Family, friends, work colleagues, 
neighbours, fellow church members, interest groups – the reach of their 
joined lives is extensive when you look at their lives together.

Today we are here as close family and friends to honour this journey they 
have shared and so I invite you to sit back and enjoy a tale or two.

The year is 1955. On the radio, Elvis Presley is rocking the charts and 
Bill Haley and The Comets went to number one with their Rock Around 
the Clock hit. The TV show I Love Lucy is in its fourth year and Benny 
Hill makes his debut. The movies were romantics like High Society, and 
From Here to Eternity. Life was so radically different that I imagine it’s 
hard for Barb and Dave’s grandchildren to realise just how different it 
was. Rock ‘n’ roll was frowned upon by many of the older folk.

Our generation got tastes of this era with programs like The Fonz and 
Happy Days and Grease. It was a time when television, telephones and 
even cars were not everyday items in a household, let alone dishwashers, 
the internet and iPods in your pockets. People wrote letters rather than 
text messages. You went to local dances to meet people rather than 
the nightclubs which were considered unsavoury. Generally, attitudes 
were more conservative, values and expectations were vastly different, 
the freedom and the anti-establishment movement of the sixties hadn’t 
arrived yet.

Barbara lived in the Midlands, England, as a child and would have an 
annual summer holiday to visit her grandparents’ place in Suffolk. It 
wasn’t a very happy upbringing and she enjoyed getting out whenever 
she could.
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David, being the youngest and only boy of a family of four siblings came 
from a modest background as well; although he had a very happy upbringing 
with many holidays, despite having a father (lovingly called grumpy gramps) 
who spent all of his time coaching tennis and playing sport.

Barb and Dave’s story goes back to January 1955 when Barbara and her 
best friend Janet, at the tender age of 17 years, were allowed to arrange a 
holiday at Southsea which was next to Portsmouth, a naval base.

Janet and Barb would go dancing every Saturday night at the local hall, 
after working all day. It was good fun, talking with friends, dancing 
and making new friends, all while the resident band was playing the 
favourite pop songs, jazz and ballads to dance to. It finished at 11.00 
pm sharp when it was a very quick sprint to the bus stop to get the 
11.05 pm bus home.

It was in February that Janet met her future husband, Keith, at one of 
the dances. It was on a weekend that Barbara went to the dance with 
Janet and Keith that she was to meet Keith’s friend David. That was 16 
April 1955.

They had a good night together although Barb apparently wasn’t too crash 
hot on Dave’s light sky blue suit and American accent. Dave remembers 
Barb as a ‘good looking sort’ and while he felt shy and nervous found 
Barb easy to talk to.

David came home to visit his family most weekends after that. He lent 
Barbara his records to play while he was away. So she learnt to enjoy his 
style of music – the jazz big bands. Barbara loved it when David came 
home; they would go to see the big bands that were touring.
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When they went for walks in the Leicestershire local beauty spots Dave 
would relate all the things he did with his mates and his dad as a kid. 
Initially, Barbara liked David because he made a lot of fun of situations 
and people, making her laugh like she’d never laughed before. Barb’s 
world was opening out and she liked what she saw.

Janet and Barbara did go on their holiday to Southsea, near Portsmouth 
and by coincidence, David himself was stationed near Portsmouth at the 
RAF base. Barbara was very happy to be able to see David each day on 
the holiday and when she went back home, David wrote to her every 
week while away and she looked forward to getting his letters. Barb said 
it seemed like she wrote to him every day! David finished his two years 
national service and joined the police force in 1956. He spent a lot of time 
away with his training but when he came back and began working in the 
city, Barbara would spend her lunchtimes going to wherever he was on 
point duty and watch him direct the traffic. She was so proud of him.

They got engaged in July 1956. Barb and Dave’s wedding was not without 
a little bit of challenge. They didn’t have much money so it was a very 
small wedding and also Barb was two months pregnant, which in those 
days, while more common than most people cared to admit, was not 
socially acceptable and her family were not happy about the situation. 
Barb made her own dress and that of her bridesmaid, her sister Anne. 
Dave said Barb looked like a million dollars and Barbara believed that 
in David, she had someone who would care for her as she’d never been 
cared for before. They declared their love and their commitment to one 
another in marriage at 2 pm on 20 October 1956 at St Peter’s Church.

The reception was held in the front room of Barbara’s parents’ home and 
was attended by their families. That night they went back to stay in a 
room that they were to rent for about six months, the house belonging to 
Barb’s old primary school teacher, Miss Jackson, who Dave remembers 
wore big long legged bloomers and had a moustache. Dave actually got 
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into a bit of strife with her as one day he accidentally cleaned his bike 
with a pair of her bloomers thinking it was a duster!

Their journey was unfolding …

Encouraged by Barb’s grandparents, they decided that they could buy a 
house if they were prepared to save very hard before and after the baby 
came along. So they lived frugally; they did without on many occasions, 
buying only necessary things for the new baby that was due in May. 
Dave earned _9 9s 6d per week. Their one treat once a fortnight was 
to buy a pineapple from the markets. Barbara stopped working not long 
after being married, as it wasn’t considered the right thing for a wife to 
work, so they looked forward to David’s days off to just be together. Their 
beautiful little girl, Dawn, was born in May. They adored her.

Dave and Barb were able to buy a house for _1,495 and moved in 13 
months after being married. Dawn was six months old. While they were 
battling to survive, they achieved much with very little. Barb was good 
with the budget and had an industrial sewing machine at home; she 
worked many long hours into the night doing ‘outdoor work’ from her old 
factory. If the job was urgent or more money was needed, David would 
also come home from work and help fold the pieces of fabric to hand to 
Barbara to sew more quickly!

They began to look forward to curtains instead of brown paper, a bit of 
furniture instead of the orange boxes. They bought a very old car so they 
could go into the countryside more easily for walks and picnics. Then 
there was their first family holiday to Kent with Dawn as a two year old. 
Times weren’t easy, but they were the ‘good old days’.

It wasn’t long before they had four beautiful daughters. Dawn, Wendy, 
Julie and Rachel. What a tribe! What a handful!

They worked hard and sacrificed much to provide their girls with a 
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beautiful home and adventures outdoors – instilling in each of them a 
love of nature, the bush and the beach.

David’s decision in the late sixties to emigrate to Australia was a huge 
move and while the idea was quite a shock to Barb, they both thought it 
was a fantastic decision.

It was to be the first of many moves although not on such a grand scale 
… first to Hobart and building their first home in the outskirts. What 
an adventure playground that was for their kids growing up! Tasmania 
offered wilderness and wildness on a three acre block! They have many 
stories to recollect: the crazy rooster who attacked everything in sight 
and ended up losing its head on the block while its body ran around the 
chook pen, peeling basket loads of broad beans that Dave had grown, 
beautiful flower gardens, picking the blackberries down by the creek 
at the bottom of the three acres and Dave going fishing for tea – the 
wonderful memories there are endless.

After nine years in Tasmania, they then moved to Canberra during which 
time Dave went to Cyprus with the United Nations for one year, and Barb 
spent six weeks there with him. Leaving the UK as a sergeant, he had 
to begin at the bottom again but with his experience he finally retired in 
Canberra as superintendent of the federal police force in 1990. Barbara 
had been working in the legal profession during this time and she also 
retired. They moved up to Nambucca. Time for warmer weather and a 
much more relaxed lifestyle … oh, not yet. They were movers and shakers 
all right. Dave did a course and together they ran a successful picture 
framing business out of their garage. Oh, the stories they could tell there.

They moved to Coffs Harbour and it appeared they had developed a habit 
of buying a block, building a house, and growing the garden to the point 
where they could almost sit back and relax in their chairs when … they 
had to sell and move and do it again. Now they are happily ensconced at 
Boambee and they do believe they are going to stay there for a while!
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One looks back and wonders where the years have gone, with so much 
water under the bridge. When I asked Barb and Dave what the highlights 
of their marriage were, their answers were mainly focused around their 
children and also their friendships.

The four girls tried and tested them, as any children do, and yet they also 
kept them together. And of course, because Dave really, really wanted 
a boy, along came his youngest daughter’s son, Daniel, into their lives 
when he was just a toddler – so not only have they been married for fifty 
years but they have also been parenting for almost fifty years as well.

Fortunately when they look back over the years the hard times melt 
away. Their girls, their grandchildren and their great grandchildren all 
bring them so much joy.

In light of this joy they have had with their family, I think it’s time we 
watched a presentation that Daniel has prepared. Please sit back and 
enjoy the show.

daniel’s slide show: Daniel put together a PowerPoint presentation 
of photographs and also interviews he had done with Barb and Dave.

Barb and Dave’s daughters spoke a few words followed by family and friends.

Barbara and David entered their marriage with strong personalities that have 
clashed many times, as well as having seen them share many memorable 
and happy moments. It was their strength and stubbornness that got them 
through the tough times and has brought them to this point.

They drive each other crazy at times and also balance each other in many 
areas. They have enjoyed the companionship throughout their lives 
together, particularly in some very challenging times.

As was mentioned in the film, there are a few key things that saw them 
come through the challenges: the love of family, their dear friends, and 
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the presence of the church in their lives. Thank you all for coming here 
today. You have all supported and upheld them on their journey together. 
All of these are powerful forces that have upheld them, nurtured them 
and inspired them to ‘keep on going on’.

It is in the light of lasting love and companionship that I would like to 
ask Barbara and David to please stand, face one another and hold hands. 
They would like to make a simple declaration to each other to honour 
their vows from 50 years ago.

I would like to ask their close friend, Janet, to bring Barbara’s ring forward.

david: (as he slips a ring on her finger). Barbara, I married you all 
those years ago not knowing what our marriage would bring – thank 
you for all that you have given to me and to our beautiful family. I love 
you very much.

barbara: David, I appreciate all the hard work that you have put into 
our family to ensure we have had a loving home. Thank you for all that 
you have given to me and to our beautiful family. I love you very much.

A golden wedding anniversary – not only is the metal gold beautiful, 
it is valuable, strong, and resistant to corrosion. Fifty years of dishes 
and laundry, happiness and grief. There have been so many experiences, 
joyful, sad, uplifting and heartbreaking; hard knocks and lessons learnt, 
retiring, dreading old age and finally coming to that point where they 
have both gained the acceptance to realise that it is OK to become old 
and be happy and comfortable with each other’s company. They have 
found in each other true companions who have lasted the distance no 
matter the hurdles. They have found a love that is pure gold.

I would ask that you please stand and raise your glasses in a toast to 
celebrate the 50th Wedding Anniversary of Barbara and David. Barbara 
and David!
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WRITING YOUR RENEWAl Of VOWS CEREMONY
Prompts for Getting You Started

As mentioned before, this book serves as a supplementary text to the 
book, How to Create an Inspiring Wedding Ceremony, and is therefore 
not as detailed about the stages or possibilities. The renewal of vows 
ceremony follows many of the same principles that you can read about 
in the wedding book.

To begin you may wish to write a letter to each other sharing what 
marriage or love means for you. Your answers can form the basis for your 
own unique ceremony.

Choose from the questions below to help you get started. Once you have 
finished writing, you or your celebrant can craft your answers and any 
selections from the sample ceremonies to write a ceremony that reflects 
your unique relationship.

This process will highlight your values and beliefs and honour the path 
you have travelled so far together. It will also affirm your future dreams 
and goals that you look forward to.

Take your time writing your answers. You may wish to approach the 
questions separately and then have lots of fun … and a few tears sharing 
your answers together. You may wish to jot down a few notes or write pages 
and pages depending on how you feel. Don’t worry about punctuation or 
spelling – this is a pure expression of the heart. Let yourself truly reflect 
upon the richness of what your life together is offering.
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what is special for you about celebrating your anniversary? 

what do you remember about your first meeting?

what experiences or feelings do you remember from  
your wedding day?

what was the weather? the flowers? the smells?  
who was with you?

what did you enjoy doing together when you were first 
married?

what have been the highlights of your marriage?

what are the important qualities for a healthy marriage?

how have you resolved the difficult times?

what do you appreciate and love about the other?

what do you value about your family?

what do you value about your friends?

what do you value about your life together?

what do you look forward to?
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RENEWAl Of VOW CERTIfICATE TEMPlATES

       

   

Certificate of Renewal of Vows
I, Wendy Haynes, Civil Celebrant, hereby certify  

that I have this day at  

Nautilus Beach Resort, Coffs Harbour, NSW

celebrated a renewal of vows ceremony in accordance  

with the beliefs and wishes of

Brian and Celia Jones
Dated this Twentieth day of January 2009

Their marriage was held on the  

Twenty -Eighth day of January 1979

At St Mary’s Church, Smithtown, NSW

Signatures of Parties

…………………………………… ……………………………………

…………………………………… ……………………………………

Celebrant  …………………........................
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Congratulations!
10th Wedding Anniversary

I, Wendy Haynes, Civil Celebrant, hereby certify  

that ten years ago on the Sixth day of October 1996

at Breakfree Aanuka Beach Resort,Coffs Harbour, NSW

family and friends celebrated the wedding of

John and Mary Blackall

Celebrant  ………………….............................

Dated this Sixth day of October 2006

Many blessings of love and laughter, peace and happiness.
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Certificate of Renewal of Vows
I, Wendy Haynes, Civil Celebrant, hereby certify  

that I have this day at

Botanic Garden, Coffs Harbour, NSW  

duly celebrated a

Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary
renewal of vows ceremony for

Raymond and Laura Jamieson
Dated this Thirtieth day of May 2008

Ray and Laura were married on the Thirtieth day of May 1958

At the All Saints Church, Vaucluse, NSW

Signatures of Parties

……………………………………    ……………………………………

……………………………………    ……………………………………

Celebrant  …………………........................   

Many blessings of love and laughter, peace and happiness.
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TRADITIONAl GIfTS fOR EACH 
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY YEAR

1 Paper or plastic
2 Cotton or calico
3  Leather
4 Silk, fruit or flowers
5 Wood
6 Iron or sugar
7 Wool or copper
8 Bronze, rubber, salt
9 Copper or pottery
10  Aluminium or tin
11 Steel
12 Linen
13  Lace
14 Jewellery
15 Glass or crystal
20 China
25 Silver
30 Pearl
35 Coral
40 Ruby
45 Sapphire
50 Gold
55 Emerald
60 Diamond
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OTHER BOOkS BY WENDY HAYNES

Create Your Own Inspiring Wedding Ceremony 

Create Your Own Inspiring Name Giving Ceremony

Create Your Own Inspiring Funeral Ceremony

Create Your Own Inspiring Speech for Grooms (or Brides!)

How to Be an Inspiring Godparent, Mentor or Guardian

Inspiring Readings and Blessings for a Wedding Ceremony

Editor – Rod Andrew
Excellently Expressed

HAYNES

PO Box 688, Coffs Harbour NSW 2450 AUSTRALIA
Phone +61 (0)2 6652 1427

The Inspiring Ceremonies series of books and  
other resources are available online at:

www.WendyHaynes.com
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